Private land owners, public land managers, land trusts, trail advocates, and others must be aware of the legal responsibilities associated with developing and maintaining trails. Although risks and responsibilities vary widely depending on the location and type of use, this topic has been addressed in all 50 states and is well-studied. Knowledge of basic legal principles can guide project planning and highlight areas that merit particular attention.

This paper describes:
1) the types of laws that are relevant to landowners and land managers considering recreational use on private and public lands;
2) the general types of legal exposure;
3) ways to reduce risk; and
4) sources for additional information.

Recreational use statutes grant limited liability to landowners who permit access for recreational purposes. Recreational use statutes and associated laws vary significantly from state to state in scope and content. Therefore, landowners and groups considering the liability that may be associated with trail development should consider the elements of the recreational use statute in their state.

The links at the end of this paper contain online lists of the recreational use statutes of each state. Headwaters Economics also has several online resources to help describe benefits from trails.

### Relevant Laws
This section describes common elements of the laws related to trails and public and private landowners, situations when those laws apply, and situations when they do not apply.

### Laws Governing Private Landowners
To encourage landowners to open private lands to the public for recreation, all state legislatures have adopted *recreational use statutes* that provide a shield from liability for landowners who allow public access to trails across their land.
In broad terms, recreational use statutes include any outdoor activity undertaken for the purpose of exercise, relaxation, or pleasure. Recreational use statutes make it less likely that a property owner will be liable for damages in the case of injury. Recreational use statutes also may provide a means by which landowners may be compensated for damages due to vandalism or trespassing. To discourage vandalism, landowners should post signs specifically stating that all acts of vandalism are prohibited and that violators will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

Recreational use statutes, however, do not relieve the landowner from all responsibilities to recreational trail users. For example, landowners are not required to prevent harm to recreational users, but they must not engage in willful or malicious conduct. Generally, under the terms of a recreational use statute, a landowner has a reduced duty of care and a reduced duty to warn of dangerous conditions on the trail. However, recreational use statutes retain landowner liability for willful or malicious actions (see the “Limitations of Recreational Use Statutes” section for more details).

In general, recreational use statutes apply to protect a landowner from liability to entrants on the land for recreational purposes, unless the landowner charges a fee for entry or forbids entry. (See the “When Do Recreational Use Statutes Apply?” section for more details).

**Common Elements to Recreational Use Statutes**

Certain elements are common to all recreational use statutes.

First, those claiming liability protection under a recreational use statute must have a legal interest in the real property, either as owners, lessees, tenants, occupants, or easement holders. Recreational use statutes vary in who is considered an “owner” for purposes of liability protection. For example, both private landowners who provide a trail easement over their land and private landowners who own land adjacent to a trail corridor are protected by recreational use statutes.

Second, a trail user’s harm must result from the use of the premises for recreation. Recreational use statutes are not designed to limit liability for injury to entrants who do not come on the land for recreation.

Third, in most states the protection offered by a recreational use statute only extends to those landowners who do not charge or otherwise require compensation for the recreational use of a trail across their properties. In other words, landowners who charge a fee to access their lands usually are not protected by the state’s recreational use statute.

**When Do Recreational Use Statutes Apply?**

In general, the more open the access provided by the landowner, the more likely the landowner is to benefit from the protection afforded by a recreational use statute. For the most part, landowners receive liability protection under a recreational use statute only if they make their land open to the public at large and not just to certain or specified individuals, such as neighbors or a specific hiking club.

For example, the Illinois recreational use statute did not apply to a personal injury action against a lakeside property association brought by an injured guest of one of the association’s members. In this case, the lake was not open to the public but only to association members and their guests so the property association was not protected.

Some states’ recreational use statutes single out trails for special landowner protection from liability, whether the trails cross private or public land. In California, public entities are not liable for injuries caused by the condition of any unpaved road that provides access to hiking or riding, any trail used for those purposes, or any paved trail or

---

1 In determining whether a use was recreational and therefore whether the landowner is protected by a recreational use statute, courts will consider the nature and scope of activities occurring on the land and the reason the affected person was present. Any such determination by a court will be considered in light of the underlying purpose of recreational use statutes, which is to induce property owners, who might otherwise be reluctant to do so for fear of liability, to permit persons to come on their property to pursue specified activities.

2 Recreational use statutes function by altering the “duty of care” owed by a landowner to recreational trail users.

3 [Bier v. Leanna Lakeside Property Ass’n](http://headwaterseconomics.org), 305 Ill. App. 3d 45, 711 N.E. 2d 773 (1999), as modified on denial of rehearing, (May 19, 1999) and appeal denied, 185 Ill. 2d 617 (1999).
easement granted to a public entity. Florida adopted a trails act for a statewide system of trails for recreational and conservation purposes and specifically limits the liability of private landowners whose lands are designated as part of the statewide trail system.

Recreational use statutes do not apply to people who have been invited or encouraged to use private property, known as “common law invitees” or “invited guests.” Landowners are held to a higher liability standard for this user group. To determine whether a landowner is protected by a recreational use statute, laws ask not only whether a trail is open to the public, but also whether the landowner “desired, induced, encouraged or expected” others to enter the land sufficiently to make them common law invitees.

The landowner’s intent matters: If he or she permitted a person to enter but did not explicitly desire or invite a person to enter, the person is not considered a “common law invitee” or “invited guest” and therefore generally will be protected under the recreational use statute. Signage can help a landowner demonstrate his or her intent toward users.

For example, in New York a country club neither encouraged nor discouraged the winter use of its golf course for cross country skiing and tobogganing, did not advertise the availability of its golf course for winter use, did not inspect or maintain the golf course in winter, and did not receive fees or any other consideration for the use of the golf course for winter recreation. Therefore, the state’s recreational use act applied and protected the country club from liability for injuries sustained by an entrant tobogganing there. Had the country club promoted winter use it might not have been protected by the state’s recreational use act.

Depending on the applicable statute and how it has been interpreted in a given state, landowners of residential or developed areas may not have the same limited liability for injuries sustained on their land as landowners of rural, undeveloped land. Recreational use statutes are most likely to protect landowners from liability when it would be unreasonable to expect the landholder to maintain supervision over the property in question. Owners of large rural lands often have difficulty in defending their lands from trespassers or in taking precautions to render the lands safe for persons entering for recreation. Characteristics such as size, naturalness, primary and secondary uses of the land, and remoteness from populated areas are considered in determining what properties are to receive protection under a recreational use statute.

The definition of the “premises” protected by recreational use statutes is often interpreted to include paved or unpaved multi-use trails, and special purpose roads or trails not open to automotive use by the public. Some statutes provide immunity only for recreational use of unimproved trails and not paved trails.

**Limitations of Recreational Use Statutes**

Recreational use statutes do not grant landowners absolute immunity from liability. Landowners are not immune from liability where there is a willful, wanton, or malicious failure to warn or guard against dangerous conditions.

Whether a landowner acted willfully or maliciously is related to: 1) the foreseeability of a danger and the probability and gravity of harm from it; 2) knowledge of the danger; and 3) the actions taken by the landowner in view of the first two factors. The extent of liability protection of each state’s recreational use statute is uniquely a matter of state law.

For example, in Rhode Island a trail called the Cliff Walk is a public easement over private land. A number of private individuals own the land along which the Cliff Walk runs. The Supreme Court of Rhode Island found a public easement is the responsibility of the governmental agency that undertakes the control and maintenance of the easement, but that a private landowner who owns the land abutting and running under the easement has no duty to warn, construct fences, or take any precautions about the trail.

---

5 A licensee is someone who is invited or tolerated on the land, but who does not bestow any economic benefit upon the landowner. A trespasser is someone who comes upon the land of another without the consent of the landowner or occupier. An invitee is someone who comes upon the land bestowing an economic benefit, such as a business customer.
Therefore, when a person walking along the Cliff Walk trail fell off the cliff and was injured, Rhode Island’s Supreme Court determined that because the private landowners had no control over the public easement over private land, they had no responsibility to those who came upon it. On the other hand, there was evidence the city that had undertaken control and maintenance of the trail knew about dangerous erosion at the Cliff Walk and failed to either guard against these dangers or post warnings. The court found that under the willful and malicious exception to the recreational use statute the city had a responsibility to take reasonable steps to warn and shield unsuspecting visitors against known and grave dangers in some reasonable manner.7

Another possible limitation to the protections afforded by recreational use statutes concerns child trail users. Even if a child is trespassing, some states may require a higher duty of care toward children under the “attractive nuisance” doctrine which requires landowners to keep those parts of their land where they know children are more likely to be present free from artificial objects that involve an unreasonable risk to children. This includes heavy construction equipment or man-made holes or trenches.

Another limitation is if a charge is imposed in return for permission to go on the land of another. In most states the recreational use statute then does not apply and the landowner is liable for injuries incurred by those who paid a fee to enter.

**Laws Governing Public Lands**

Federal and state governments have Tort Claims Acts that outline tort liability and immunity for public lands.8 The interplay between state Tort Claims Acts and recreational use statutes varies significantly from state to state.

Several courts have held that since the intent of recreational use statutes is to encourage private landowners to open their lands to the public for outdoor recreational activities, the statutes do not provide immunity to governments. However, other states explicitly extend immunity to public entities on the theory that the burden of putting public property in a safe condition and of defending claims for injuries would otherwise cause many public entities to close public properties to recreational use.9 Recreational use statutes in thirty-five states have been interpreted to apply to public lands.10 (For state-specific information, see the “More Information” section.)

**Types of Risks**

**Personal Injury**

All fifty states have enacted a recreational use statute that protects landowners from liability for injuries to recreational users of their property, although usually only if users are not charged to access the property. The statutes provide relief not only to the outright owners of property but also to tenants occupying the property and others with control over the property. The protection arises regardless of whether the landowner posts the property to prevent trespassing. The protection afforded by recreational use statutes does not extend to willful or wanton misconduct by landowners.

**Vandalism**

Recreational use statutes may include redress for destruction, vandalism, or littering by recreational users, as well as for failure to leave gates and fences in the condition in which they were found. Recreational trail users who engage in these prohibited behaviors may be subject to fines and civil actions by the landowner.

---

7  Berman v. Sitrin, 991 A.2d 1038 (R.I. 2010)
8  Tort law is a collection of civil law remedies that allow a person to recover damages, usually money, for injury caused by the actions, omissions, or statements of another, in such circumstances that the latter was in breach of a duty or obligation imposed by the law.
Landowners can manage the risk of vandalism from recreational users by installing signs, fencing, cameras, and gates. Signs prohibiting littering should be conspicuously posted.

**Trespassing Off Trails**
Landowners can make it clear that trail users are not invited onto adjoining land by posting “no trespassing” signs, planting hedges, or installing fences. It is illegal for persons to trespass on properly posted private lands; whether the land is posted or not, trespassers must leave upon the request of the landowner.

State laws dealing with posting against trespassing and access to private land are varied and complex. Many states have “posting statutes” that provide if a landowner has not marked the adjoining fields or woods in a way that informs passersby they are unwelcome, he cannot object if members of the public enter onto the property.\(^\text{11}\) In other states, failure to post is insufficient to imply consent to enter but must be considered along with whether the landowner customarily and notoriously allows or acquiesces to public recreational use.

Each state’s posting statute has specific requirements for the number of no trespassing signs that must be posted, what they must say, their height off the ground, and even their color. Landowners or others in possession or control of lands crossed by trails should consider the type and number of signs the landowner should place on the premises to best take advantage of the protection from liability afforded by the state’s recreational use statute.

For example, if a landowner wants to deny public access to his land through the posting of “keep out” signs, he may find a court later will determine the recreational use statute was inapplicable because the land was apparently not open to the public. On the other hand, if a landowner fails to post warning signs against a dangerous condition, the landowner may be liable for a willful or malicious failure to warn. Thus, depending on the applicable recreational use statute, it may be appropriate to post signs that warn of danger but do not bar entry, such as one advising to “enter at your own risk.”

**Licenses for Trail Use and Maintenance**
Another aspect of potential liability concerns people specially authorized to use and/or maintain trails. Often such authorization occurs under a license from the landowner. A trail license is a formal agreement providing the entrant permission to use the land in a specified manner. It allows the landowner to impose limitations on use and to determine trail management responsibilities. Trail licenses can be revoked at any time and do not bind subsequent landowners.

Recreational use statutes vary with respect to whether trail clubs that maintain and groom the trails they are licensed to use are granted immunity from liability. For example, the Wisconsin Supreme Court held that a snowmobile club that was actively engaged in ongoing trail maintenance was immune from liability as an “occupier” of the land, even without having legal title, dominion, or tenancy.\(^\text{12}\) In New York, a grounds maintenance company was considered an “occupant” of a private college campus when it was charged with maintaining a campus bicycle trail, and thus was immune from personal injury action under the state’s recreational use statute.\(^\text{13}\) By comparison, in New Hampshire a non-profit snowmobile club that maintained a trail, and the operator of the club’s grooming machine, were not “occupants” under that state’s recreational use statute and thus were not immune from liability because they had neither the ability nor authority to make land available for recreational purposes but merely had the ability and authority to make that land more easily usable than it might otherwise have been.\(^\text{14}\)

**Trail Easements and Liability**
A trail easement authorizes its holder to use the trail property for particular purposes. A landowner can specify conditions of use in the easement such as what types of recreation are allowed on the trail and who may have access.


\(^{13}\) *Weller v. Colleges of Senecas*, 261 A.D.2d 852, 689 N.Y.S.2d 588 (N.Y. 1999)

\(^{14}\) *Kenison v. Dubois*, 152 N.H. 448, 879 A.2d 1161 (N.H. 2005)
An easement might allow hiking but not bicycling, or bicycling but not horseback riding; the allowed uses are whatever the parties put in the agreement. A typical trail easement includes language such as the following:

“Grantor voluntarily grants and conveys to Grantee and to the General Public as a gift without consideration, an easement to pass and repass upon said parcel on foot for the purposes of fishing, hiking, or nature study and the Grantor also grants to the Grantee an easement for the purposes of clearing, marking and maintaining the trails. This Trail Easement to run with the land in perpetuity as defined by [State] law for the Purposes outlined below. This Easement shall be implemented by limiting and restricting the use and management of the Trail in accordance with the provisions described herein.”

If no charge is made for entry and in the absence of willful or malicious conduct, landowners who grant trail easements should be less concerned about any additional public liability from use of the trail. Landowners who grant an easement or a license to a trail club or government entity remain under the protection of the recreational use statute.

**Risk Reduction Strategies**

Recreational use statutes limit liability, but do not prevent lawsuits by trail users. Trail managers can minimize their exposure to lawsuits through careful planning, awareness of hazardous conditions, and signage. They can transfer some of the risk via liability insurance and waivers. More hazardous activities may require additional considerations, which are discussed at the end of this section.

**Trail Design and Monitoring**

Trail managers can eliminate or control risk by good trail design, marking hazards, and closing trails. To this end, managers should develop comprehensive, written standards for trail-building and maintenance and strictly adhere to them. Properly designed and maintained trails developed and built in accordance with recognized standards and best practices may benefit from immunities under state law.

The best approach to risk management involves identifying and controlling situations and activities that will cause injury, marking hazards, and closing trails in dangerous situations. Trail maintenance and trail building only should be done or supervised by those who are trained in trail construction. The trail should be designed to avoid obvious dangers such as stationary heavy equipment, livestock, and cliffs.

Trail managers should conduct regular audits of trail hazards with an emphasis on man-made structures, and should keep careful records of the trail audits. The agency should train volunteers in regularly inspecting and documenting the trail’s status. A paper record of audits and corrective measures should be retained forever as protection against liability.

**Hazardous Trail Conditions**

Trail managers should consider and warn against key hazards including sloped or uneven ground, seasonal hunting activity, seasonal pesticide application on neighboring fields, poisonous plants, overhanging boughs, livestock, stationary heavy equipment, and cliffs. Any hazard that risks serious damage requires active trail management. Bollards, or short thick posts, should be placed at trail access points to prevent motorized access. Managing agencies can minimize the impact of accidents by placing first aid posts and rescue equipment along the trail, providing directions to nearby emergency rooms on trail entrance signs, and developing emergency plans.

---


16 For example, see *Berman v. Sitrin*, 991 A.2d 1038, (R.I. 2010), and *Stephen F. Austin State University v. Flynn*, 228 S.W.3d 653 (Tex. 2007), which hold that a landowner who dedicated a public easement for use as a recreational trail retained ownership of the underlying land, and, as the owner of the property, was protected by the recreational use statute.
Signage
Landowners and trail management agencies can minimize exposure to risk from more dangerous trail uses through posting information and hazard signs on the trail. Clear signs and physical barriers are the best mechanisms for preventing dangerous trail uses. Information signs let users know what uses are prohibited, while hazard signs help minimize risk for all trail users.

Trail information signs should be posted at trail entrances to make clear the status of the trail and note what types of use are permitted or prohibited. Such signs provide notice that to access the trail beyond the sign is to agree de facto to an unsigned contract to trail use and its hazards.

It is essential for the information sign to be clear to recreational trail users. A combination of words and graphics may be used to explain permitted and non-permitted uses and behaviors and to identify known hazards. Clear signs help transfer liability to the trail user in the event of a mishap.

Emergency Planning
Trail managers should keep in close contact with landowners and municipal officials to share information about activities or developments that may affect trail use. To reduce the severity of any mishaps that may occur, trail managers should develop and implement an emergency plan that includes making sure local emergency responders are familiar with trail maps, know how to locate and access users on the trail system, and have access to locked gates.

Insurance
General liability insurance is a key part of any trail risk management program. Insurance transfers liability for financial losses from the trail managing agency to the insurer. Insurance is necessary to help cover both legal costs and damages awards in the case of injury litigation. Thus trail managers or landowners may incur costs to defend against lawsuits. Such costs are the principal reason for purchasing liability insurance.

Where a trail is owned or operated by a public entity, the trail liability insurance may be included in the public entity’s overall insurance policy. Private trail managing agencies can obtain either umbrella policies or trail-specific policies.

Waivers
Like liability insurance, waivers help to transfer responsibility for injuries and financial losses from landowner or manager to trail user.

For organized hikes or rides or for trail maintenance work parties, all participants should be asked to read and sign a “waiver and assumption of risk” form. The signatures are only valid for those 18 years of age or older, so parents and guardians should be made to sign on the behalf of children under the age of 18. The signed waiver form shifts liability from the landowner, trail club, or other easement holder to the trail user and provides a list of participants who, in case of mishap, can serve as witnesses.

Higher Risk Activities
Some trail uses, such as snowmobiling, are more dangerous and therefore pose a higher risk of liability than hiking or walking. Landowners or managing agencies can weigh the risks of various trail uses and decide which uses to allow. Courts have reached divergent conclusions about what types of recreational activity are covered by recreational use statutes based on the text of particular statutes and the facts presented. Trail managers should take into account which recreational activities come within the scope of the relevant recreational use statute and develop trail use rules accordingly.

Information signs at trail entrances list prohibited, or permitted, types of trail uses. If a landowner provides access to a trail but the posted sign only identifies a single prohibited activity, the inference is that all other activities are permitted. If a posted sign permits only one activity, the inference is that all other activities are prohibited.
Trail managing agencies can minimize the possibility of damage or injury from more dangerous trail uses through prohibiting inherently dangerous uses such as motorized vehicle use, designing the trail away from known hazards, posting warning signs, erecting fences and barricades, and supervising the trail. Trail managing agencies have an obligation to remove known hazards on trails or warn of their presence. Where a hazard is highly dangerous, the trail section should be closed by warning signs that are visible under normal conditions from each direction of access. If the hazard is reparable, the trail managing agency should repair the trail while keeping the section involved ‘closed’ to use until repairs are completed.

**Summary**

Recreational use statutes are the primary legal framework addressing landowners’ and land managers’ responsibilities to those using their land. The statutes protect the landowner or trail management agency in case a recreational user is injured on the property or if the property is damaged due to vandalism or trespassing. Although the statutes differ by state, some common principles apply across jurisdictions.

Within these legal protections, the landowner is expected to take certain steps to mitigate risk to recreational users. While recreational use statues provide landowners with legal protections, they do not prevent lawsuits. To reduce exposure to lawsuits, landowners can undertake the following strategies: holding liability insurance, adhering to trail design and maintenance standards, posting appropriate signage, reducing known hazards, and planning for emergencies.

**More Information**

The following resources provide additional detail on recreational use statutes and related legal issues in all fifty states.

- The National Agricultural Law Center provides links to the statutory text for each state.
- The Recreational Aviation Foundation list provides links and a brief survey of the most important provisions in each state’s statute.
- The American Whitewater list provides a side-by-side comparison to help landowners understand the differences between state recreational use statutes.
- Headwaters Economics has several other resources related to trails, including a searchable library of studies that have measured the benefits from trails

**Contact:** Megan Lawson, Ph.D., megan@headwaterseconomics.org, 406-570-7475.

**About:** Headwaters Economics is an independent, nonprofit research group that works to improve community development and land management decisions in the West.

**Disclaimer:** This memo is general in nature and does not constitute legal advice. Recreational use statutes and associated laws vary significantly from state to state in scope and content. Therefore, landowners and groups considering the possible liability that may be associated with trail development should consider the elements of the recreational use statute in their state.